SPECIAL MEETING AGENDA
September 16, 2021
2:00 PM
2222 M Street, Board Room
Merced, CA
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88588097788?pwd=cVZCUitmU2RVMFNjOXE4QjVOaXZtZz09
Meeting ID: 885 8809 7788
Passcode: 163834

Dial in: +1 669 900 6833

IMPORTANT NOTICE: Due to the ongoing COVID-19 Crisis, and as authorized by the Governor’s
Executive Order N-29-20, this meeting will be broadcast via conference call in addition to the meeting’s
physical location. Members of the public who wish to provide comment or observe the meeting may join
in person or on the conference call.
Lloyd Pareira, Jr., County of Merced
Chair
Nic Marchini, Western White Area Representative
Vice Chair
Michael Gallo, Eastern White Area Representative
Kole Upton, Le Grand-Athlone Water District
Gino Pedretti, Sandy Mush Mutual Water Company
Eric Swenson, Merquin County Water District

1. CALL TO ORDER/ROLL CALL
2. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
3. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
Public opportunity to speak on any matter of public interest within the Board's jurisdiction
including items on the Board's agenda. Testimony limited to three minutes per person.
4. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Action to approve the meeting minutes from the Governing Board meeting on August 12, 2021.
5. WOODARD AND CURRAN CONTRACT AMENDMENT
Action to approve and authorize the chair to sign an amendment to the contract with Woodard and
Curran to provide continued support for the Coordination Committee meetings, Stakeholder
Committee meetings, allocation framework ad hoc meetings and on-call technical support.
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6. GSP IMPLEMENTATION APPROACH
Discussion and potential action on proposed two phase approach to GSP implementation and
demand reduction, including land repurposing, in the Merced Subbasin GSA.
7. WELL CONSISTENCY POLICY FOR GROUNDWATER WELL PERMITS
Discussion of policy options for determining whether groundwater well permit applications within
the MSGSA jurisdiction are consistent with the Merced GSP.
8. INTERBASIN COORDINATION UPDATE
9. STAFF REPORT
10. BOARD REPORTS
11. NEXT REGULAR MEETING
12. ADJOURNMENT

Alternate formats of this agenda will be made available upon request by qualified individuals with
disabilities. Appropriate interpretive services for this meeting will be provided if feasible upon
advance request by qualified individuals with disabilities. Please contact the Secretary at (209) 3857654 for assistance and allow sufficient time to process and respond to your request. Copies of
agendas and minutes will be available at the Merced County Community and Economic Development
Department and at www.countyofmerced.com/MercedSubbasinGSA.

MERCED SUBBASIN GROUNDWATER SUSTAINABILITY AGENCY JOINT POWERS
AUTHORITY (JPA)
GOVERNING BOARD
MINUTES FOR MEETING OF AUGUST 12, 2021
The agenda, original minutes, and all supporting documentation (for reference purposes only) of
the Merced Subbasin Groundwater Sustainability Agency Governing Board meeting of August
12, 2021 are available online at www.countyofmerced.com/MercedSubbasinGSA.
I.

CALL MEETING TO ORDER
The special public meeting of the Merced Subbasin Groundwater Sustainability Agency
Joint Powers Authority Governing Board was called to order at 1:05 p.m., on August 12,
2021, in person and via conference call due to the ongoing COVID-10 crisis and as
authorized by the Governor’s Executive Order N-29-20.

II.

ROLL CALL OF BOARD MEMBERS
Board Members Present:
Eric Swenson
Gino Pedretti
Supervisor Lloyd Pareira
Michael Gallo
Nic Marchini

(Merquin County Water District)
(Sandy Mush Mutual Water Company)
Chairman (Merced County)
(Eastern White Area Representative)
Vice-Chair (Western White Area Representative)

Board Members absent:

III.

Kole Upton

(Le Grand-Athlone Water District)

Staff Present:
Mark Hendrickson
Lacey McBride
Desiree Dobbs

Secretary
Water Resources Manager
Recording Secretary

CLOSED SESSION
Adjourned to closed session at 1:07 p.m.
Return from closed session at 2:06 p.m.
Chairman Pareira reported from the closed session the board has given direction to staff.

IV.

PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
Public Comment Open/Closed

V.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Action to approve the meeting minutes from the Governing Board meeting on July 8,
2021.
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MOTION: M/S GALLO - MARCHINI, AND CARRIED BY A VOTE OF 5 – 0, THE
BOARD APPROVES THE MINUTES FROM THE JULY 8, 2021 MEETING, AS
WRITTEN.
VI.

MERCED GSP DATA GAPS PLAN
Samantha Salvia, Woodard and Curran, introduced the Merced GSP Data Gaps Plan.
Chris Hewes, Woodard and Curran, presented the plan overview and informed that the
plan is on the Merced SGMA website, all material can be downloaded for additional
review. Mr. Hewes provided an overview of the data gaps analysis tool and explained the
three parts of the tool: highlighting areas of uncertainty, consideration of other important
factors and use of a spatial analysis tool for recommended locations of monitoring wells.
Mr. Hewes presented other sustainability indicators relevant to modeling, such as
groundwater quality and subsidence. For subsidence monitoring, the consideration of
extensometers, depth of well casing failures, and coordination to collect data from San
Joaquin River Restoration and adjacent GSAs could all help fill the data gap. Installing
an additional CIMIS station in the basin would provide information where the current
station lacks data.
Chairman Pareira inquired where the current CIMIS station is located and where the
proposed CIMIS station location is.
Mr. Hewes replied that the plan for the CIMIS station includes requirements by DWR for
deciding CIMIS location, some members have made recommendations for location.
Board Member Swenson commented that the current station is no longer in compliance,
compliant parcels have been located and one parcel with 30 acres of permanent pasture.
Board member Swenson knows a land owner that may be willing to allow a CIMIS station
on their property.
Mrs. McBride replied that the current CIMIS station is within MID’s jurisdiction east of the
City of Merced and south of Bear Creek.
Public comment open.
Brad Samuelson inquired if current wells used for groundwater extraction and irrigation
can be used as monitoring wells.
Mrs. McBride commented that the MSGSP requires monthly monitoring, which may
disrupt irrigational wells, as there is a period of time which the wells must be turned off to
monitor.
Chairman Pareira commented that some GSAs have received grants to drill new wells,
used only for monitoring.
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Mrs. McBride commented that Proposition 68 grant funding award has been used for this
Data Gaps Plan and may be used to install additional deep or shallow monitoring wells.
Mrs. McBride commented that there is not enough funding to cover all new monitoring
wells needed and asked the Board to consider if there are existing wells which can be
added to the monitoring network.
Chairman Pareira inquired who the point of contact is for landowners who wish to
volunteer use of their wells.
Mrs. McBride commented that she can be contacted or the landowner can complete the
well monitoring form located on MercedSGMA.org
Brad Samuelson commented that he would look at the map to see if the proposed wells
are in agencies he works with.
Board Member Pedretti suggested having board members find parcels within their
agencies to use proposed wells within each agency’s location.
Mrs. McBride commented that staff can locate the land owners and send the information
to GSA, representing each agency.
Public Comment Open/Closed
VII.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT FOR BASIN WIDE MONITORING
Mrs. McBride presented the Technical Support for Basin Wide Monitoring as a follow up
on the previously approved item to allow QK to conduct spring monitoring. The
Coordination Committee has recommended the GSA’s authorize MUIGSA to enter a
larger contract with QK on behalf of all three GSA, for technical support related to
monitoring. The contract amount is not-to-exceed $136, 050 for one year. The Merced
Subbasin GSA will cover 58 percent, or approximately $79,000, of the full contract. The
recommendation is to extend the contract to complete monthly groundwater level
monitoring, to provide trend reports, to allow DMS and SGMA uploads, for well
maintenance and CIMIS station maintenance. The contract is no a flat fee and will be
paid according to time and material used.
MOTION: M/S MARCHINI - GALLO, AND CARRIED BY A VOTE OF 5 – 0, THE
BOARD AUTHORIZES MIUGSA TO ENTER A CONTRACT WITH QK FOR
TECHNICAL MONITORING SUPPORT, IN THE AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED $136, 050
AND THE TERM OF ONE YEAR.

VIII.

TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE REPORT
Brad Samuelson, Technical Advisory Committee member, presented the Technical
Advisory Committee report from the July 29, 2021 meeting. Mr. Samuelson reported that
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the committee discussed the drought, dry wells in the Merced Subbasin, drought
assistance and estimated overdraft. Mr. Samuleson commented that a primary focus of
the meeting was of land repurposing. Mr. Samuelson reported that in the land
repurposing discussion, the TAC explored multi-benefit strategies of reduce groundwater
use, maintenance/establishment of habitat corridors or wildlife recharge areas,
repurposing around disadvantaged communities, land owner incentivization, length of
repurposing easements/contracts and potential access to grant funding.
Chairman Pareira inquired about TAC pros and cons of establishing a wildlife corridor
and how the TAC members received this suggestion.

Mr. Samuelson commented that the idea of a wildlife corridor was well received by the
TAC because of the potential to attract grant funding with the current conservationist
interest in the corridor.
Greg Young commented that the TAC suggested creating many options in strategy and
length of repurposing, to give landowners options.
Mr. Samuelson commented that he expressed concern that short-term repurposing may
generate more work for the GSA to maintain the same amount of unused land/water.
IX.

COORDINATION COMMITTEE UPDATE
Lacey McBride reported on the Quarterly Coordination Committee meeting, which was
held on July 26, 2021. The Coordination Committee took action to recommend GSAs’
approval of monitoring support contract with QK. Additionally, they were provided an
update on the data gap plan and the decision-making support tool which has been
funded by Proposition 68, Sustainable Ground Water Management Planning Grant. The
Committee received an update on the ongoing discussion of minimum threshold for new
monitoring wells that are ineligible for the GSP’s current minimum threshold
methodology. The allocation framework update revealed that the MSGSA will receive
comments from representatives of another GSA, regarding the Five-Year Target Plan.
Board Member Swenson reported on comments that he felt were relevant in discussion
from the Coordination Committee Meeting, and reported that MUIGSA’s representative
commented that he does not want to depend solely on ET satellite data for estimated
ground water pumping and the representative also inquired about the amount of ground
water extraction by wetlands and whether those were included in the calculations that are
being made.
Open/Close Public Comment.

X.

INTERBASIN COORDINATION UPDATE
Lacey McBride reported on the 4th Interbasin Coordination update. Mrs. McBride reported
that representatives from the Merced Chowchilla, Madera and Delta Mendota Subbasins
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discussed creation of a focus area and current water budget for that area. Mrs. McBride
shared the map the basins agreed to as a subsidence focus area. Mrs McBride
commented that the revisions move the focus from the four basins into the Merced and
Chowchilla subbasins for further conversations. Merced and Chowchilla presented water
budgets for each portion of the subsidence focus area, Merced Water budget will be
updated to only include vertical inputs and outputs to better compare the Chowchilla and
Merced water budgets. Representative from the Columbia Canal Company provided a
verbal report of their water budget, in their portion of the focus area. They import
50,000AF of surface water and state their consumption is 45,000AF per year. Mrs.
McBride reported that they consider the budget to be in balance.
The Chowchilla Basin included a project list in their presentation, the Merced Basin has a
project list but time did not permit in depth discussion of the project list. The next steps
for these meetings are for Merced Subbasin to refine water budget to use the same
approach as Chowchilla, to determine projects and a focus area. The next meeting is
scheduled for September 1, 2021.
Board Member Pedretti commented that Sandy Mutual Water Company has land in the
mapped area, as well, between Lone Tree Mutual Water Company and MID and off of
Highway 152 on the south.

XI.

STAFF REPORT
None.

XII.

BOARD REPORTS
None

XIII.

NEXT REGULAR MEETING
Next meeting will be held on Thursday September 16, 2021 at 2 p.m.

XIV.

ADJOURNMENT
3:03 p.m.

BOARD ACTION ITEM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:

MEMBERS OF MERCED SUBBASIN GSA GOVERNING BOARD
MARK HENDRICKSON, SECRETARY
SEPTEMBER 16, 2021

SUBJECT:

WOODARD AND CURRAN CONTRACT AMENDMENT

SUMMARY:
The Merced Subbasin GSAs, Merced Subbasin GSA, MIUGSA, and Turner Island Water
District GSA-1, entered into a contract with Woodard and Curran in 2017 for Groundwater
Sustainability Plan development. That contract was amended three times in September 2019 to
include work to prepare a Proposition 68 grant application, in January 2020 to include work to
prepare the first annual report, and in December 2020 to include work to prepare a GSP Data
Gaps Plan, develop a remote sensing decision support tool, develop a Water Year 2020 Annual
Report and to prepare a Proposition 68 Implementation grant application.
This item is a request for consideration of a fourth amendment to the Woodard and Curran
contract, to fund GSA meeting support and on-call technical support. Meeting support will
include support for ongoing quarterly meetings of the Coordination Committee, Stakeholder
Advisory Committee meetings, and support for the allocation framework discussions by the ad
hoc committee. Support for the allocation framework includes developing a roadmap that
outlines meeting topics, key decisions and timelines and may include additional technical work
or analysis to inform GSA discussions. The budget for the meeting support is $83,555. On-call
technical support includes responding to individual GSA data requests and support for the
interbasin coordination, responses to DWR comments on the Merced GSP and other as needed
technical support. The budget for on-call technical support is $100,060. The total contract
amendment amount is $183,615. These basin-wide costs will be shared according to the
Coordination Agreement, MSGSA will pay 58% of the total costs.
The normal process for a basin-wide contract amendment is to be considered by the Coordination
Committee and recommended to the GSA boards for approval. Due to time constraints with the
Coordination Committee not meeting until October and the current Woodard and Curran contract
budget coming to an end, this contract amendment will be considered by all three GSA’s
without consideration by the Coordination Committee.
The MSGSA FY 2021-2022 budget does include funding for this proposed contract in the
amount of $106,000 in the GSP Development line item under Groundwater Sustainability Plan
Expenses.
REQUEST/RECOMMENDATION/ACTION NEEDED:
Approve and authorize the Chair to sign an amendment to the contract with Woodard and Curran
to provide continued support for the Coordination Committee meetings, Stakeholder Committee
meetings, allocation framework ad hoc meetings, and on-call technical support.

Amendment No. 4
to the Agreement between
Merced Irrigation-Urban Groundwater Sustainability Agency (MIUGSA), Merced Subbasin GSA,
and Turner Island Water District GSA - 1 (collectively, "Client") and
Woodard & Curran, Inc. ("W&C")
dated October 9, 2017 (the “Agreement”)

This Amendment No. 4 (“Amendment No. 4”) to the Agreement is entered on September 20, 2021.

RECITALS

WHEREAS, Client and W&C entered into the Agreement dated as of October 9, 2017 under which
W&C shall provide certain services to Client related to preparation of a Groundwater Sustainability Plan;
WHEREAS, Client and W&C executed a First Amendment to this Agreement on September 24, 2019 to
include work to prepare a Prop 68 grant application;
WHEREAS, Client and W&C executed a Second Amendment to this Agreement on January 29, 2020 to
include work to prepare a first annual report for the Merced Subbasin Groundwater Sustainability Plan;
WHEREAS, Client and W&C executed a Third Amendment to this Agreement on December 2, 2020 to
include the work to prepare a GSP Data Gaps Plan and develop a remote sensing decision support tool,
develop a Water Year 2020 Annual Report, and prepare a Proposition 68 Implementation Round 1 Grant
Funding application;
WHEREAS, the parties desire to amend the Agreement to include work for GSA meeting support and
on-call technical services as outlined in the attached Scope and Fee.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and of the mutual promises of the parties, Client
and W&C hereby agree to amend the Agreement as follows:

See attached Scope and Fee.
All other terms and conditions of the Agreement shall remain in full force and effect.

[Signatures on Next Page]

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, each party hereto has caused this Amendment to be executed by its duly
authorized representative on the day and year set forth below.

Woodard & Curran, Inc.

Merced Irrigation-Urban Groundwater
Sustainability Agency (MIUGSA)

By: Alyson Watson

By: _______________________________

Sign: ____________________________

Sign: ______________________________

Date:

Date: ______________________________

Turner Island Water District GSA - 1 (TIWD GSA-1)

By: ______________________________

Sign: _____________________________

Date: _____________________________

Merced Subbasin GSA (MSGSA)

By: ______________________________

Sign: _____________________________

Date: _____________________________

SCOPE
Note regarding task numbering: When Phase 2 began in March 2018, tasks were re-numbered from the order in the
Agreement to match the order of tasks in the submitted Prop 1 Grant Application to better align with the anticipated
DWR Grant Agreement. When Amendment 1 for preparation of the Prop 68 grant application was executed, two new
tasks (Tasks 14 and 15) were added. When Amendment 2 for preparation of the Annual Report was executed, one
new task (Task 16) was added. When Amendment 3 was executed, Tasks 17-21 were added.
Upon approval of Amendment 4, the authorized task numbers will be:
Task 1 – PM and Coordination
Task 2 – Plan Area and Authority
Task 3 – Data Management System
Task 4 – Data, Plan Area, and Basin Setting
Task 5 – Sustainability Criteria
Task 6 – Monitoring Networks
Task 7 – Sustainability Thresholds
Task 8 – Water Accounting Framework
Task 9 – Management Program
Task 10 – GSP Implementation
Task 11 – GSP Compilation and Preparation
Task 12 – Coordination and Outreach
Task 13 – Interbasin Agreements and Coordination
Task 14 – Coordination with Merced GSAs
Task 15 – Preparation of Grant Application and Submittal to DWR
Task 16 - Preparation of First Annual Report
Task 17 – Address GSP Data Gaps
Task 18 - Develop Remote Sensing Decision Support Tool for Subbasin
Task 19 – Preparation of Water Year 2020 Annual Report
Task 20: Prop 68 Implementation Grant Round 1 Coordination with Merced Subbasin GSAs
Task 21: Preparation of Prop 68 Implementation Grant Round 1 Application and Submittal to DWR
Task 22: GSA Meeting Support (new task added under Amendment 4)
Task 23: On-Call Technical Support (new task added under Amendment 4)

Merced GSP: GSA Meeting and Technical Support

SCOPE
Task 22 – GSA Meeting Support
Scope under this task includes support for ongoing quarterly Coordination Committee and Stakeholder Advisory
Committee meetings and support for allocation framework discussions as follows:
Coordination Committee and Stakeholder Advisory Committee Meeting Support
Woodard & Curran will prepare materials including agendas, slides, and meeting notes for quarterly Coordination
Committee (CC) and Stakeholder Advisory Committee (SAC) meetings. Work under this task will also include
communication with committee members including distribution of meeting materials, and posting of materials to the
mercedsgma.org website. Woodard & Curran will facilitate two hours meetings conducted over Zoom. Woodard &
Curran will provide simultaneous Spanish language translation during these meetings.
Allocation Framework Meeting Support
The Groundwater Sustainability Agencies (GSAs) have been meeting through the CC and an ad-hoc working group to
discuss an allocation framework based on the sustainability analysis in the basin’s Groundwater Sustainability Plan
(GSP). Woodard & Curran will provide support as requested as representatives from the three GSAs work toward
consensus on an allocation framework and quantification of GSA level allocations for the Subbasin. This scope includes
support over the next 12 months to work with the GSAs to identify areas of agreement and areas of disconnect, to
identify key issues for discussion, and to facilitate conversations in the appropriate forums (CC or ad-hoc meetings) as
requested by the GSAs and as budget allows.
This coordination and guidance is expected to take place in the form of facilitation of as-needed meetings with
representatives from the three GSAs, the ad-hoc working group, and the CC. Woodard & Curran will develop a roadmap
that outlines meeting topics for the ad-hoc working group and CC, key decisions, and estimated timelines. Work under
this task may also include assisting the GSAs in identifying additional technical work or economic analysis that may be
needed to inform GSA discussions.
Core issues to be discussed in as-needed meetings may include:
1) Baseline – Agreement on the baseline from which pumping reductions will be measured for both five-year
objectives and long-term sustainable conditions.
2) Seepage – Agreement on quantification of seepage of imported supplies for purposes of allocations to
GSAs and approach to quantification moving forward.
3) Percolation of surface water – Definition, status, and potential Agreement on quantification of percolation
of surface water for purposes of establishing allocations to each GSA.
4) Developed vs Undeveloped – Treatment of developed and undeveloped land in allocation of water to each
GSA.
5) Level of Pumping Reductions needed – Reconcile differing GSA estimates on volume of reductions
needed.
6) Carryover - Definition, status, and agreement on estimated annual carryover of stored water in the basin
(native and developed).
Task 22 Deliverables:


Agenda, slides, and post meeting notes for quarterly meetings of the CC and SAC as directed and as budget
allows (approximately 8 meetings in total).



Facilitation, including simultaneous Spanish language translation, of CC/SAC meetings as directed and as
budget allows.



Allocation Framework discussion “Roadmap” that outlines meeting topics for working group and CC, key
decisions, and timeline for use in guiding GSA discussions.



Meetings on allocation framework, facilitated by Woodard & Curran, to be held at the direction of the GSAs
as directed and as budget allows.

Task 22 Assumptions:


CC and SAC Meeting information will be provided electronically.



CC and SAC meetings will be held virtually over Zoom. It is assumed that Charles Gardiner will continue
facilitating SAC meetings and Samantha Salvia will continue facilitating CC meetings.



Allocation Framework Support Meetings will be scheduled as-needed and each may be with just GSA
representatives or take the form of a more formal ad-hoc committee or Coordination Committee meeting.



Technical work to support meeting topics will fall under Task 23 – On-Call Technical Support.

Task 23 – On-Call Technical Support
As needed, Woodard & Curran will respond to individual GSA data requests and support further discussion on the
allocation framework. Analyses will be shared with all three GSAs. Work under this task is anticipated to include further
development of the concepts previously identified for addressing minimum thresholds for wells in areas without
historical monitoring. It is also anticipated to include responses to data requests from the consultants supporting each
GSA as allocation discussions progress and responses to DWR comments to the Merced GSP
Support under this task could include both intrabasin technical support for the coordination among the Merced GSAs,
and technical support for interbasin coordination including the regional interbasin coordination with Chowchilla and
Delta Mendota, and potentially Turlock.
If an individual GSA’s cumulative requests for support exceed 24 hrs, the 3 GSAs will be consulted prior to W&C
completing additional work. Regional Interbasin support requests will be approved by the GSAs prior to commencing
work.
Task 23 Deliverables:


Responses to data requests, recommendations on approach for developing minimum thresholds in areas that
lack historical monitoring data, and other responses as needed.



Responses to interbasin coordination technical support requests.

Task 23 Assumptions:


Woodard & Curran will provide up to $100,000 of as needed technical support at the written request (email
sufficient) and direction of the GSAs.



Technical support will include coordinating with and providing technical information to individual GSA
consultants as needed and to regional interbasin coordination efforts. If an individual GSA’s cumulative
requests for support exceed 24 hrs, the 3 GSAs will be consulted prior to W&C completing additional work.

Estimated Schedule
The work under Task 22 is anticipated to start in September 2021 after notice to proceed and continue through
September 2022. This would include quarterly CC/SAC meetings in October 2021 and January, April, and July 2022.
Meetings with GSA representatives, the ad-hoc group, or the Coordination Committee will be scheduled based on
direction from the GSAs.
The work under Task is anticipated to start in September 2021 after notice to proceed and continue through September
2022 on an as-needed basis.

Fee Estimate
Merced Irrigation District
Merced Subbasin Groundwater Sustainability Plan
Tasks

Labor
Alyson
Watson

Ali Taghavi

Samantha
Salvia

Chris Hewes

Jim Blanke

Outside Services

Dominick
Amador

Emily Honn

Project
Engineer

Modeling /
Technical
Analysis

Thierry
Rutaganira

Adam Fox

Sub
Total Hours

Task 22: GSA Meeting Support
Coordination and Stakeholder Advisory Committee Mtg Support
Allocation Framework - Develop Roadmap
Allocation Framework - GSA Meeting Facilitation
Subtotal Task 22:
Task 23: On-Call Technical Support
On-Call Technical Support
Subtotal Task 23:
TOTAL

1.
2.
3.
4.

Project
Manager

Planner

4
2
2
8

72
12

80
4

84

84

4
4
12

4
4
88

95
95
179

Facilitator

PIC

2
18
20

0
20

Senior
Technical
Manager
16

Software
Engineer

Graphics

Admin.

4

4

4
20

16
4
10
30

0

0

1
5

4
4
24

200
200
230

100
100
100

26
26
26

0
9

The individual hourly rates include salary, overhead and profit.
Subconsultants will be billed at actual cost plus 10%.
Other direct costs (ODCs) such as reproduction, delivery, mileage (rates will be those allowed by current IRS guidelines), and travel expenses, will be billed at actual cost.
W&C reserves the right to adjust its hourly rate structure and ODC markup at the beginning of the calendar year for all ongoing contracts.

ODCs

Sub

Total Labor
Costs (1)

Sub Consultant Total ODCs
Total Cost (2)
(3)
Catalyst

Total

Total
Fee

Translation
Services

1
5

196
24
36
256

$51,188
$6,816
$10,511
$68,515

$6,560
$1,640

$4,000

$8,200

$4,000

$11,616
$1,804
$0
$13,420

$1,620
$0
$0
$1,620

0
5

433
433
693

$100,060
$0
$0
$100,060
$0
$0
$0
$0
$168,575
$8,200
$4,000
$13,420
$1,620
Budget previously authorized for Tasks 1-21 including contingency
Total authorized budget

$64,424
$8,620
$10,511
$83,555
$100,060
$100,060
$183,615
$2,073,726
$2,257,341

2021 Standard Rates
Labor Category

2021 Rate
Engineer 1 (E1)
171
Scientist 1 (S1)
Geologist 1 (G1)
Planner 1 (P1)
Technical Specialist 1 (TS1)
Engineer 2 (E2)
198
Scientist 2 (S2)
Geologist 2 (G2)
Planner 2 (P2)
Technical Specialist 2 (TS2)
Engineer 3 (E3)
224
Scientist 3 (S3)
Geologist 3 (G3)
Planner 3 (P3)
Technical Specialist 3 (TS3)
Project Engineer 1 (PE1)
234
Project Scientist 1 / Project Specialist 1 (PS1)
Project Geologist 1 (PG1)
Project Planner 1 (PP1)
Project Technical Specialist 1 (PTS1)
Project Engineer 2 (PE2)
249
Project Scientist 2 / Project Specialist 2 (PS2)
Project Geologist 2 (PG2)
Project Planner 2 (PP2)
Project Technical Specialist 2 (TS2)
Project Manager 1 (PM1)
265
Technical Manager 1 (TM1)
Project Manager 2 (PM2)
281
Technical Manager 2 (TM2)
Senior Project Manager (SPM)
298
Senior Technical Manager (STM)
Senior Technical Practice Leader (STPL)
324
Service Line Leader (SLL)
National Practice Leader (NPL)
330
Strategic Business Unit Leader (SBUL)
Software Engineer 1 (SE1)
156
Software Engineer 2 (SE2)
175
Software Engineer 3 (SE3)
191
Designer 1 (D1)
132
Designer 2 (D2)
164
Designer 3 (D3)
169
Senior Software Developer (SSD)
Senior Designer (SD)
174
Project Assistant (PA)
116
Marketing Assistant (MA)
125
Graphic Artist (GA)
Senior Accountant (SA)
136
Senior Project Assistant
Billing Manager (BM)
Marketing Manager (MM)
158
Graphics Manager (GM)
Note: The individual hourly rates include salary, overhead and profit. Other direct costs (ODCs) such as reproduction, delivery,
mileage (as allowed by IRS guidelines), and travel expenses will be billed at actual cost plus 10%. Subconsultants will be billed
as actual cost plus 10%. Woodard & Curran, Inc., reserves the right to adjust its hourly rate structure at the beginning of each
year for all ongoing contracts.

BOARD ACTION ITEM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:

MEMBERS OF MERCED SUBBASIN GSA GOVERNING BOARD
MARK HENDRICKSON, SECRETARY
SEPTEMBER 16, 2021

SUBJECT:

GSP IMPLEMENTATION APPROACH

SUMMARY:
The MSGSA Demand Reduction Ad Hoc committee has been meeting since June 2021 to
discuss and make recommendations on options for demand reduction and allocation. During
these discussions, the ad hoc committee has considered several different options for reducing
groundwater consumption in the Merced Subbasin GSA and for achieving the short-term goal of
reducing 15,000 AF/annually by the end of Water Year 2025.
After considering several options, the Demand Reduction Ad Hoc Committee is recommending a
Two Phased Approach for demand reduction in the MSGSA. The two phases would start the
GSA on parallel paths to achieve the short-term target through the combination of a Proposition
218 fee and land repurposing and a parallel path continuing the important discussions and
stakeholder outreach required for developing a long-term allocation policy to achieve the 2040
goal of sustainability.
This item will include a presentation by representatives from the MSGSA technical consulting
firm EKI on land repurposing considerations to achieve the Water Year 2025 target. Giving the
MSGSA Board a broader understanding the of requirements and considerations for a land
repurposing program, to achieve reduced groundwater consumption.
This is a discussion item for the Board. The Board may provide direction to staff regarding
bringing back this or a modified GSP implementation approach for further consideration or
action in a future meeting.
REQUEST/RECOMMENDATION/ACTION NEEDED:
Discussion item, no action required.
Potential to provide staff direction on proposed two phase approach to GSP implementation and
demand reduction in the Merced Subbasin GSA.

UPDATE ON LAND REPURPOSING CONCEPT
DEVELOPMENT

MERCED SUBBASIN GSA BOARD MEETING
16 September 2021

DEMAND REDUCTION THROUGH LAND
REPURPOSING
 MSGSA is looking at Land Repurposing as an initial component of its planned

Demand Reduction Management Action
 MSGSA set a target of 15,000 AFY reduction in consumptive use of
groundwater by the end of WY 2025

 Key Question – how can a land repurposing program be developed and

implemented to achieve targeted savings while minimizing impacts to
landowners?
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TODAY’S DISCUSSION

Guiding
Principles

Considerations

Scenario Elements

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Land Use
Water Use
Crop Values
GW Conditions “Hot Spots”
Domestic Wells

Objectives
Strategies/Tactics
Constraints
Example of temporary idling
scenario
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES
 Minimize economic impact

→ targeted approach

 Maintain landowner flexibility

→ provide op ons

 Leverage outside resources

→ pursue grant funding, if available

 Consider impacts to residents

→ avoid “dust bowl” outcomes

 Realize multiple benefits

→ spa al analysis
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CONSIDERATION:

IRRIGATED AGRICULTURAL LAND USE IN MSGSA
DWR Land Use Category
(2016 snapshot)
Deciduous Fruits and Nuts

43,574

Managed Wetland

35,935

Pasture

31,253

Field Crops

27,586

Grain and Hay Crops

10,881

Acres

Truck, Nursery and Berry Crops

9,914

Vineyard

7,381

Idle

6,821

Young Perennial

4,380

Urban
Citrus & Subtropical
TOTAL

803
33

More permanent
crops

Grazing lands
(nonirrigated)

More annual
crops

178,561

Mix of
crop types

Note: this classification does not identify dairies
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CONSIDERATION:

IRRIGATED AGRICULTURAL LAND USE IN MSGSA
DWR Land Use Category
(2018 snapshot)
Deciduous Fruits and Nuts
Managed Wetland

Acres
48,836
Not mapped

Pasture

28,278

Field Crops

29,687

Grain and Hay Crops

10,779

Truck, Nursery and Berry Crops

10,001

Vineyard

7,608

Idle

5,830

Young Perennial

3,290

Urban
Citrus & Subtropical
TOTAL

More permanent
crops

896
33

Grazing lands
(nonirrigated)

More annual
crops

145,236

Mix of
crop types

Note: this classification does not identify dairies
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CONSIDERATION:

IRRIGATED AGRICULTURAL LAND USE IN MSGSA
Land Use Categories based on
Merced County Assessors Data

More permanent
crops

Grazing lands
(nonirrigated)

More annual
crops

Mix of
crop types
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CONSIDERATION:

SPATIAL PATTERNS OF GROUNDWATER USE

Source: Merced Subbasin WY 2020 Annual Report
(model estimates)
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CONSIDERATION:

GROUNDWATER CONDITIONS “HOT SPOTS”
Example contours from DWR’s SGMA Data Viewer

 Identify areas

Change in Groundwater Elevation
Fall 2015 – Fall 2020

where reduced
pumping may help
prevent imminent
Undesirable
Results
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CONSIDERATION:

Crop Value
($/ac) (2)

Value/Consumptive Use
($/AF)

Truck, Nursery and Berry Crops

1.60

$9,420

$5,877

Vineyard

2.87

$4,543

$1,585

Deciduous Fruits and Nuts
(and Young Perennial)

3.99

$4,359

$1,093

Field Crops

2.24

$1,031

$459

Grain and Hay Crops

2.39

$579

$242

Pasture

4.06

$622

$153

DWR Land Use Category

Low Value/High Water Use

Consumptive Use of
Groundwater
(AF/ac) (1)

High Value/Low Water Use

WATER USE AND VALUE OF CROPS

(1) Consumptive use of groundwater for each land use category estimated from Cal-SIMETAW, weighted by areas from 2019 Merced
County Crop Report.
(2) Crop values from 2019 Merced County Crop Report.
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CONSIDERATION:

POTENTIAL MULTI-BENEFIT AREAS
 Areas where land repurposing can support other objectives besides

groundwater consumptive use reduction
Habitat Corridor of Interest

Areas identified for potential wildlife
habitat (e.g., multi-benefit projects)

Soil Agricultural Banking Index (SAGBI)

Best areas for potential recharge
basins based on SAGBI
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CONSIDERATION:

LOCATIONS OF DOMESTIC WELLS
 Reducing groundwater

use in the vicinity of
domestic wells can help
avoid impacts to those
wells, especially in
droughts
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Objectives
(“why”)

Strategies
(“what”)

• Reduce consumptive use of groundwater (15,000 AFY by end of WY 2025,
and beyond)
• Achieve primary objective with minimal economic impact to landowners and County
• Address undesirable groundwater conditions
• Achieve co-benefits (habitat, recharge, domestic well protection, soil improvement, etc.)

• Temporary Irrigated Land Idling
• Permanent Irrigated Land Retirement

Tactics (“how”)

• Pay annual “rent” to landowners with tenant farmers to compel land idling
• Purchase/long-term lease, and repurpose
• Note: Incentivizing groundwater users to reduce use through allocations/water use
charges is an additional ongoing discussion

Constraints

• Existing distribution of low value/high water use crops
• Locations of undesirable groundwater conditions
• Location(s) of multi-benefit opportunities (“Habitat Corridor of Interest”, streams)
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EXAMPLE: TEMPORARY LAND IDLING SCENARIO
 To achieve 15,000 AFY of consumptive use reduction:
Scenario #1
Irrigated Pasture

Scenario #2
Field Crops

Idled land area required to achieve target consumptive
use reduction

~3,700 ac

~6,700 ac

Crop value per acre (per 2019 Merced Crop Report)

$153/ac

$459/ac

Reduced revenue from foregone crop production

~$2.3m

~$6.7m

Total “rent” payments to incentivize landowners
(@ $375/ac)

~$1.4m

~$2.5m

Remaining irrigated acres (starting at ~170,000 ac)

~166,000

~163,000

Potential charges on remaining irrigated acres (not
including admin. costs or other programs)

$9/ac

$16/ac
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DISCUSSION
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BOARD ACTION ITEM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:

MEMBERS OF MERCED SUBBASIN GSA GOVERNING BOARD
MARK HENDRICKSON, SECRETARY
SEPTEMBER 16, 2021

SUBJECT:
PERMITS

WELL

CONSISTENCY

POLICY

FOR

GROUNDWATER

WELL

SUMMARY:
In Merced County groundwater well permits have been processed under a Groundwater Mining
and Export Ordinance that the County Board of Supervisor adopted in 2015. The Groundwater
Ordinance was originally adopted as a bridge to the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act
implementation. The County is now proposing changes to the Groundwater Ordinance by the
end of 2021. The change would require the Groundwater Sustainability Agencies within Merced
County to determine whether a well application, within their jurisdiction, is consistent with the
Groundwater Sustainability Plan adopted within the respective subbasin, in order for a permit to
be issued.
The Merced Subbasin GSA is considering demand reduction options, including an allocation
policy. At this time, the GSA is not anticipated to have an allocation policy in place before the
Groundwater Ordinance is updated to shift responsibility to the GSAs, to determine whether new
well permit applications are consistent with the Merced Subbasin GSP.
To be prepared for potentially high volume of permit requests, staff is proposing policy options
for the Board to discuss and consider as a stopgap until an allocation policy is in place which
may govern all wells.
NEW WELLS: there are three potential approaches:
1. Continue existing County policy
2. Temporarily continue existing County policy until the MSGSA has resolved other
GSP implementation factors (such as: establishing an allocation, and complying with
CEQA requirements)
3. Allow new wells, but with pumping limited to a per-acre quantity tied to allocation
considerations. This would require that likely allocation limits be established now,
and complicated CEQA compliance issues be addressed.
REPLACEMENT WELLS: there are two potential approaches:
1. Continue existing County policy
2. Modify County policy to:
a. Address concerns of pumping within areas where subsidence equals or exceeds
GSP objectives so as to condition the replacement to limit pumping above/below
the Corcoran Clay
b. Limit pumping to a per-acre quantity tied to allocation considerations
REQUEST/RECOMMENDATION/ACTION NEEDED:
Discussion item, no action required. Potential to provide staff direction on policy options.

